General Information
The #AmoRioandLearn contest is promoted by the Rio & Learn Portuguese School.
This period of the contest is subject to change, allowing the Rio & Learn Portuguese
School to make alterations should they deemed it necessary. Anyone interested in
learning Portuguese is allowed to participate, with the exception of those who have
the nationality of a country whose official language is Portuguese.
Prizes
1. A face-to-face or online, one-hour private lesson at the Rio & Learn
Portuguese School for the owner of the chosen picture of the week.
Participating
1. Each person shall be entitled to one #AmoRioandLearn independently of how
many times the hashtag #AmoRioandLearn is used.
2. To compete for the weekly prize (a face-to-face or online, one-hour private
lesson), the participant can publish as many pictures as they want on Instagram with
the hashtag #AmoRioandLearn.
3. People interested in learning Portuguese can participate, except for those with the
nationality of a country that has Portuguese as an official language.
4. Only participants that submit their pictures through Instagram will be considered.
5. To compete, the user must follow the Rio & Learn Portuguese School profile on
Instagram which is @rioandlearn.
6. For the participation to be valid it is necessary to:
a. utilize the hashtag #AmoRioandLearn.
b. utilize a picture within the state of Rio de Janeiro; the Rio & Learn Portuguese
School; and/or anywhere else in the world, but the image must show a situation
related to learning Portuguese and/or an experience typically Brazilian.
c. the picture must be taken by the owner of the profile, plagiarism and replications
are not considered valid.
7. Only the applications that meet the conditions laid down by these terms &
conditions will be accepted.
Information on the participants
1. The scheduling of the #AmoRioandLearn Private Lesson is subject to availability
of the school.
2. The participant has a deadline of one week to contact the school, by sending the
link of the winning picture to us by email info@rioandlearn.com One week is counted
from the day the winner is announced in Rio & Learn’s Instagram.

3. The class must be scheduled within a week from the published winning picture. If
the student misses that deadline, it won’t be possible to receive the free Portuguese
class, as previously explained.
4. The participants are responsible for the authority of the images sent, bearing in
mind that, in case the pictures are chosen, they can be published by Rio & Learn
Portuguese School on the internet and in other forms of media.
5. Pictures that contain offensive, immoral, discriminatory with illicit content or
images that suggest or encourage acts that may endanger health or safety, are not
accepted.
6. By accepting the present terms and conditions, the participant acknowledges the
exemption of Instagram on any part of this promotion, and to recognize that the
promotion is not sponsored, endorsed or administered by Instagram and its
associates.
7. The photos will be selected by the evaluation commission of the school, following
criteria of creativity, aesthetics and relationship to the contest theme.
8. In the case that a winner cannot attend the course, the winner can give the class
to a friend who also follows our Instagram and has no nationality in any country
whose official language is Portuguese.
9. The contest is individual. If two or more people publish the same picture, only one
will be considered (in this case, the first publication).
10. In no case can the prize be exchanged for any other goods, products, services or
rights.
11. Everyone whose maternal/first language is considered to be Portuguese is
excluded from the contest.
Disclosure
Every Friday of the competition validity period the winning photo will be published on
the Rio & Learn Portuguese School Instagram, with the name of the winner who will
receive their prize of a one-hour Private Lesson.

